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Bookstore survey given out
By Kendra Ludemann
REPORTER

The University Bookstore is
conducting a customer satisfaction survey to find out about the
store's services, policies and
product offerings.
The survey is being conducted
in the bookstore and Peregrine
Shop through tomorrow.
Results of the survey will allow
the bookstore staff to find key
issues that affect customer satis-

faction. The surveys will also help
improve store operations,
according to leff Nelson,
University Bookstore director.
The bookstore is a member of
the National Association of
College Stores. This association is
helping the University Bookstore
conduct the surveys.
After the results arc calculated,
die association will benchmark
the results of Bowling Green's
bookstore against those of other

institutions.
"This will allow us to not only
assess our performance with our
customers, but also compare our
performance to other college
stores nationally," Nelson said.
The University bookstore
looks to the rest of the nation
when setting its standards.
"As a reflection of the
University vision statement, we
aspire to be the premier collegiate bookstore in Ohio and one

■ il the best in the nation," Nelson

said
In addition to a comparison
with other bookstores, the
University bookstore wants to be
able to compare its performance
now with its performance at a
future date. The surveys will
allow this to happen. "We will
conduct the surveys again to see
if there has been an improvement in the customer perception
of the bookstore," Nelson said.

In addition to the customer
satisfaction survey that is now
being conducted, the bookstore
will conduct a faculty satisfaction

survey betweenOct lit and 31.
The survey is being cosponsored by the Office of
Institutional Research and the
Bookstore Advisory Committee,
The bookstore is funding the survey and the Office of Institutional
Research will share the results.
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Wife of
senator
abducted
By Matthew Barakat
I HI ASSOCIMID PRESS

NMI.W \,i
Hie wile (it
Sen. ludd Gregg, R-N.ll., was
abducted at knife point from her
home yesterday morning, but
later released unharmed, said
suburban Virginia police and
spokesmen for the senator.
Police said that .V'-ycar-old
Kathleen Gregg arrived at her

house about 930 am. EOT to And

Reconstruction process slow
By Danial Cooney
ASSOCIAHO PRESS WRITER

KABUL Afghanistan — The
second anniversary of the start
of the U.S. war against
Afghanistan's repressive Taliban
regime passed without ceremony yesterday. The capital instead
was filled with the hammering
sounds of reconstruction and
the laughs of girls as well as hoys
burning to school.
"We arc so happy the Taliban
have gone," said Sadiqa Sharif, a
teacher at Malalai high school in
the capital, Kabul. "Girls arc able
to study again, We have hooks
and computers. The international community has given us so

much."
The Taliban, who ruled
Afghanistan from 1996 to 2001,
banned girls from school and
women from having jobs. The
hard-line Islamic militia ordered
women to wear body-shrouding
burkas in public and men to
grow their beards long.
"A few teachers still come to
work in burkas, but most don't.
At least now, it's the choice of die
individual, rather than the government telling us what we have
to do. "Sharif said.
But Afghanistan remains a

Richard Vogel AP Photo

SECOND ANNIVERSARY: Afghan farmers pass over a bridge after delivering grapes for the morning market in the center of Kabul,
Tuesday. The second anniversary of the start of the U.S. war against Afghanistan's repressive Taliban regime passed quietly without cer-
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LOS ANGELES — Voters
streamed to the polls Tuesday to
make an unprecedented decision: whether to recall
Democratic Gov. Gray Davis,
whose popularity plunged after
the downturn in the economy
and burst of the high-tech bubble.
From one end of the state to
the other, lines seemed to be
moving quickly in and out of
polling places, despite one glitch
in Hollywood when a polling
place failed to open as scheduled
at 7 am. Voters were diverted to
an adjacent polling place.
It was the heaviest early
turnout Parti Negri said she had
seen in 12 years as a polling
supervisor.
"I've never been so busy, ever,"
she said. "We had to do a lot of
paperwork but people seem
excited and ready to vote."
Republican
Arnold
Schwarzenegger created a stir
when he arrived to vote with his
wife, Maria Shriver, at a Pacific

Palisades mansion. Hundreds of
people were there, but most were
reporters and photographers.
Schwarzenegger said he had
to put on his glasses to read the
ballot, which was several pages
long, but the actor said he had no
trouble finding his name.
"I just went through the
pages," he said. "Instead of going
through two pages I just went
through 10 pages and you always
look for the longest name."
Voters were asked to decide
the ending of a saga that has captivated the nation for months:
whether Davis should become
the country's second governor to
be recalled, and if so, who among
135 candidates should replace
him.
Recent polls suggested that a
majority of voters favored dumping the governor, and that
Schwarzenegger was the leading
replacement candidate.
Davis' popularity plunged following the economic downturn.
Califomians face an $8 billion
state budget deficit, persistent
unemployment and struggling

FOUR-DAY FORECAST

Sunny

The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

By Cindy Brovsky
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Stiphan Snoii AP Photo

RECALL RACE: California gubernatorial hopeful Arnold
Schwarzenegger approaches the voting booth while his wife,
Maria Shriver, left, casts her vote in Pacific Palisades yesterday

schools.
The Davis campaign said its
internal tracking polls for the
past three nights showed voters
almost evenly split on the recall
issue with just slightly more than
50 percent in favor. The same
tracking
polls
showed
Schwarzenegger leading the race
to replace Davis by 8 to 9 per-

centage points.
The Schwarzenegger campaign said a tracking poll taken
Sunday and Monday showed the
recall leading with 53 percent to
37 percent, and Schwarzenegger
leading replacement candidates
RECALL PAGE 2
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One of the men then drove her
to a nearby bank while the other
followed in another car, Smith
said, reporting that alter the men
received an undisclosed amount
of cash from a teller, they fled the
scene in a car and the woman
called police.
Sgt. left' (iossett of the Fairfax
County Police Department said
there was "no indication at this
time they knew who she was."
Gossett said the senators wife
was "here at the bank, being interviewed by detectives."
She's unharmed," Gossett said.
"She's not injured."
He said the tellers were not
aware of any problem as Mrs.
Gregg asked to withdraw money
from her bank account. Gossel
said police have no reason to
believe she was targeted because
she is die senator's wife. I le said
he did not know where the senator was at the time.
Cosset said it was similar (o a
robbery that happened in the
county last week, hut police have
not confirmed whether the two
incidents were connected. It's
"very lx>ld. it's very brazen," he
said.
The bank is in the heart of a
busy Suburban shopping district
about five miles from Gregg's
house.
The have three children, two
daughters and a son.
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DENVER — A federal appeals
court yesterday cleared the way
for the Federal Trade Commission
to operate the national do-notcall list, pending a court decision
over whether the registry violates
the telemarketing industry's freespeech rights.
The registry started last week,
but its operation had been turned
over from the FTC to the Federal
Communications Commission
because of concerns that the FTC
had overstepped its legal authority
The 10th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals said the FTC could run
the registry while a challenge
from telemarketers winds its way
through the courts. Oral arguments were scheduled in Tulsa,
Okla.onNov. 10.
Some 50 million people have
signed up for the free registry.
Late last month, U.S. District
Judge Edward Nottingham of
Denver had barred the FTC from
putting the registry into effect
because the list unfairly blocks
calls from businesses but not
charities.
In staying his ruling, the

appeals court suggested that conclusion was too broad.
"The Supreme Court has held
that diere is undoubtedly a substantial governmental interest in
the prevention of abusive and
coercive sales practices," the
court said. "The prevention of
intrusion upon privacy in the
home is another paradigmatic
substantial governmental interest."
The court also noted that
Congress had found some telemarketing calls "have subjected
consumers to substantial fraud,
deception and abuse."
Officials with the American
Teleservices Association in
Indianapolis declined immediate
comment.
The free registry went into
effect last week after the government scrambled to overhaul the
system following the court challenges. The FTC gave up most
control of the list to the FCC.
President Bush also signed a
hastily passed law giving the FTC
authority to operate the registry.
It was Nottingham's ruling that
had been closely watched
because of the constitutional
issues.

Showers
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Do-not-call list
gets the go ahead

Polls open in
Calif, recall
By Beth Fouhy

two men waiting inside. (Incdrcvv
a knife and demanded cash, said
l.icki Smith, a spokeswoman for
the Fairfax County Police

High:60'
Low: 38*
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Slow work in Afghanistan
"No construction was going
on. Hut during the past two years,
we have been busy with reconstruction projects. We are rebuilding schools all over Kabul with
U.N. money, he said. There are
still lots of problems in
Afghanistan. es|Hvially security,
but there have been many posl
ove changes."
Two years after the Oo. 7,2001
start of Operation Enduring
Freedom, which ousted the
Taliban two months later, the
Afghan government is laying
foundations for a democracy but
it also is struggling to stamp out
an intensifying Insurgency
Taliban rebels, al-Qaida operatives and fighters loyal to renegade
warlord
Ciulbuddin
Hekmatyar have launched
increasingly bold attacks on

AFGHANISTAN. FROM PAGE 1

deeply impoverished country,
and many in the government.
have complained that the international community is not doing
or spending enough to pat bl
rebuilding a nation that has been
devastated by nearly a quartercentury of war.
The U.S.-backed Afghan government lias lifted restrictions
against women, hut in rural areas
where it has little authority many
women still cannot work or be
educated. Many are still cloistered at home and wearing
burkas is mandatory in public in
some areas.
Mohammad Anif Sarwari. the
owner of a construction company, said that during the Taliban's
time, there was no wi n k.

coalition troops, aid workers and
Afghan government workers.
U.S. forces at their headquarters at Bagram Air Base said they
have no plans to mark the
anniversary. Sixteen American
troops died and uncounted numbers of Taliban and civilians lost
their lives during the war. Twenty
U.S. soldiers have been killed in
fighting since it ended.
The U.S. led coalition still has
11,500 troops in the country,
hunting down faliban and alQaida militants holdouts who
appear to have regrouped recentI here is also a 5,000 strong
NATO-led peacekeeping force,
but it is restricted to Kabul.
President I lamid Karzais government wants the force to deploy to
other parts of the country where

warlords and their private militias
are largely in control.
NATO leaders in Brussels are
reviewing plans that could
involve 2,000 to 10,000 more
peacekeepers fanning out to
major provincial cities.
Attacks by Taliban militants
and bandits have led to the suspension of aid projects in some
parts of the country.
The government is expected in
tile next week to make public a
draft of a new constitution, which
aims to revolutionize the way
women are treated in this
devoutly Muslim nation. It is also
expected to declare Afghanistan a
Muslim state, but stop short of
enshrining Shariah. or Islamic
law.
Die first democratic elections
in decades also have been sched-

CAREER FAIR

torn Ginn BG News

CONNECTIONS: Students spend time at the career tair in hoping to
obtain information and maybe a headstart on their future.

California governor s race remains unresolved
were registered foi yesterday's

RECALL. FROM PAGE 1

vote.
Things began relatively quietly
ai McClinlock's polling place in
Thousand Oak, but sunn people
began arriving in large numbers,
some with children in tow,
McClintOCk showed up to vole
around 8:30 a.m., urging Citizens
in "simply vote your conscience.
... If everybody who believes I am
the best qualified votes for me.
we will have an upset tonight"
An upbeal liustamante arrived
at his polling place in the

with 37 percent, followed by It.
Gov, Cruz Bustamante, a
Democrat, at 26 percent and
Republican state Sen. Tom
McGintock at 11 percent.
Although more than 2.2 million people had already voted by
absentee ballot, officials were
expecting lines throughout the
state, especially because polling
places were consolidated to
accommodate the short time
officials had to prepare for the
vote.
Secretary "I Slate Kevin Shelley
declined to estimate the turnout
because this election has no
precedent, but his office reported
last week thai a record number ot
voters for a gubernatorial race

■|C0/

Sacramento suburb of I.Ik Grove
shortly alter !> a.m. "This is what
it's all about, getting out to vote,''
said Bustamante.
Davis was to vole later in the

day

I le and Schwarzenegger spent
the campaign's final day on
Monday crisscrossing the slate
for support. Schwarzenegger
denied last-minute sexual misconduct allegations, and Davis
pleaded for another chance from
voters who elected him to a second term less than a veat ago.
On CBS'"The Early Show" yesterday, both state party leaders

sounded confident
"T he governor is going lo be
recalled and Arnold will win the
second question and be elected
governor.'' GOP Chairman Duf
Sundheim said.
Democratic Party Chairman
Art Torres said the predicted high
turnout "could be the definite
advantage for the governor.''

The chaotic gubernatorial
campaign began with a
Republican-led effort and survived a handful of legal challenges Along ihe way, the
unpopular governor was blamed
for myriad problems, including

the states economic downturn,
and Schwarzenegger, the former
Mr. Universe, grabbed much of
the spotlight from a field of
replacement candidates thai
included two experienced politicians — McClintock and
liustamante.
Schwarzenegger's poll numbers got a bounce after a lively
Sepl. 24 debate thai brought
ii igether all die top candidates for
the first and only lime. Although
the questions had been made
available to the candidates before
the forum, analysts said
Schwarzenegger accomplished

what he needed to by appearing
confident and in command of
issues.
With allegations dogging him
that he had groped and sexually
harassed as many as Hi women
over the last three decades,
Schwarzenegger on Monday
marshaled the support of his
mother-in-law. Eunice Kennedy
Shriver. and wile and surrounded
himself with women-friendly
messages.
Davis reached out lo his core ol
labor support, marching in San
FranciSCO with hundreds ol firefighters, mostly clad in blue "No
Recall" T-shirts.
"If you give me the chance lo
finish my term, I will do it with all

the passion, all the humanity I
can muster because my gi ial is ic >
make your life better," Davis told
the crowd,

Rep. Darrell Issa, the wealthy
Republican congressman who
bankrolled the recall campaign
bin abandoned an effort to run
for governor himself, said he
would consider his effort a success even il the recall fails
"We're going to have record
turnout, record involvement by
the people of California, and
when record numbers vote,
America wins,'1 Issa said after
casting his ballot at his polling
place in Vista.
Two ballot measures also were
being decided: Proposition 53
would steer 1 percent of the stale
annual budget lo fix California's
roads, bridges and sewage plants,
and Proposition 54 would ban
the state from using race, ethnicity or national origin to classify
people in public education, contractingand employment.

of us wash from top to
In Brenton, Alabama, there is a law in the
town's books against riding down the
street in a motor boat.

Coming To EMU
In Vpsilanti, Michigan

Eastern Michigan University Convocation Center and
Mad Booking & Events present:

jnSDN M
Jason Mraz ft SUodman

October 12
7 PM Doors
G«n«r»l Admission, All Ag«
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LOYOLA UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT RESIGNS

CAMPUS

NEWORLEANS (AP)—Rev. Bernard Knoth, president of
Loyola University in New Orleans resigned yesterday after
he was accused of sexual misconduct while he was at a
Jesuit prep school in Indianapolis in 1986.

get a i jfp
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rhe calendar of events is taken from
hltp-J/events.bgsu.edu

8 a.m.-6 p.m.
2003 Sludent Glass An
Exhibition
Presented by the Student Glass
Club.
Union Galleries
8 ,i.m. Id p.m.
Latino Cultural Arts
Committee Interactive Display
222 Union
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Project Sleep Info. Table
Sponsored by Phi Beta Sigma.
Union lobby
10 .i.in.

i p.m

XL Solien

Dorothy UberBryrm Gallery
11 a.m. - p.m.
Omega Phi Alpha Bake Sale
Education Bldg. Steps
Noon

_^_

I
H

Brown Bag Lunch:
"The Facts of I .ife for Parents"
Face it: television and movies
(pervasively), schools
(sporadically) and same-age
peers (consistently) provide
information to your children
about sexual behavior, sexual
health and sexual values. In
this way, all children receive sex
education... even the children
of parents who never directly
mention the topic. Thus, the
question is not, "will your child
receive sex education?" Of
course she or he will. The more1
pressing question for parents is
"will your voice be a part of that
education?" Women's (inter
Director Mary Krueger. a
certified sexuality educator, has
conducted sex education
training for parents and
professionals for 20 years. She
will discuss common obstacles
to parent-child

|i|
JP
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communication
about sexuality, and provide
practical tips to help parents
stop blushing and start talking.
The Women's Center
107 Hanna Hall
1:30 |i.iu.
Cyberfeminist Web Building
Working Group
Exploit: new ways of
connecting technology with
community needs. This group
will investigate the question:
I low can we design and build
action-based, technologically
mediated networks relevant to
the everyday contexts of
women?"
Contact Itadhika Gajjala for
further details:
adhikf'bgnet.bgsu.edu. Meets
the 2nd Wednesday of each
month from 1:30-3:30 pm.
The Women's Center
107 Hanna Hall

Dorm shortages force
parents to buy housing
By Douglas Hanks III
KNIGHT BIDDER NEWSPAPERS

MIAMI — Freshman year lor
Emily Williams meant cramming
her life into a M-foot-hy-M-foot
dormitory mom that came with
its own bathroom and. alas, two

roommates dying to cram their
lives into the same space.
Sophomore year has brought
Williams her own bedroom, but
also another set of domestic
drawbacks: termites, cement
contractors and mortgage payments.
To free her from the dorms,
Williams' parents recently
bought her a house across the
street from Barry University in
Miami Shores. Ma. The mortgage
is about SI.(IIin a month, which
Emily shares with a housemate
and a third sludent renting an
attached apartment

The strategy amounts to a
pricey but increasingly popular
response to the national campus
housing crunch, which has nilcampus rents commanding top
dollar and schools like Barry
stashing students in hotels until
dorm spaces open up.
Meanwhile, low interest rates
are convincing more parents it
makes sense to pay both tuition
and a mortgage to put a child
through school.
"I am definitely seeing an
increase in interest" in off-campus purchases, said l.ua
I lancock, director of residential
life and housing for Nova
Southeastern University in
Davie, 11a. "ThcR' are more people asking about it than used to."
Emily's father. David Williams,
said her share of the mortgage
nists less than what Barry
charged for a dorm room. The

College interns' work puts
murder cases in jeopardy
ogists it uses and the methods
they niy on to screen murder
MIAMI — After Eulie Polanco defendants.
It also has stopped using
killed her baby, the Broward public defender's office relied on an expert testimony from one of its
inexperienced
psychology supervisors, psychologist David
trainee to conduct a sanity test Shapiro, who instructed an
intern to improperly change test
on her.
The intern's work -which con- answers, according to the intern's
tained a major blunder - helped April 3 deposition.
While the public defender's
seal the first-degree murder conviction against the Broward office conducts its review, state
woman last month. And it set off prosecutors have issued a subconcern that many other major poena to one of the interns,
cases would be subject to similar Rosemary More, who worked on
the Polanco case.
problems.
Changing test answers is for"This whole thing is very disgusting." said Bob Wills, chief bidden under any circumstance,
assistant public defender In especially in a first-degree murBroward. "The office doesn't like- der trial, psychologists say.
Shapiro said Wednesday it's all
it when these side issues become
a mix-up and he did nothing
the focus."
The public defender's office improper. The Intern, he said,
has made some changes in the was "sandbagged" in her deposition and misspoke.
way it uses interns.
More said this week there
It has stopped using the
trainees to screen murder defen- "were inaccuracies in the deposition," but would not elaborate.
dants.
It has hired two outside ethics
experts to scrutinize the psycholBy Noah Bierman

HEY.YOU!

KNIGHT RI DDE H

What bands do you want to see here? We at
The BG News want to know. E-mail us the top
three bands youd like to see here in the future
at
thenews@bgnews.com, or fill this out and
bring it to our office in 210 West Hall.
1..
2..
3.
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self-employed fence contractor
in Kentucky is hoping to break
even with the extra expenses that
come with off-campus living
(like a car) once graduation day
arrives and he sells the property
for a profit.
She's paying me the mortgage plus a little bit of interest."
Williams -.aid in a telephone
Interview from Lexington. "She
was enthusiastic about doing it.
... I think she's going to he a good
business person."
Owning off-campus housing
eliminates many of the hassles
associated with college living
while creating some of its own.
Students aren't forced lo move
out every spring and move in
every lall. though summer
breaks can mean the loss of
roommates and rental revenue.

The findings of the public
defender's review may affect as
many as eight pending firstdegree murder trials, Wills said.
tinder a program with Nova

Southeastern University, psj
ibology interns have been learning by condui ling tests and inter
viewing defendants,
Wills said his office did not
learn until recently that proles
son were sending interns alone
lo conduct tests in first-degree
murder cases.
The defender's office saves
thousands of dollars by using the
free interns, though it does pay
their supervisors.
The Polanco case is not the
only one where the use of interns
has hurl a potentially strong
defense. I'he attorney for another
murder defendant — lanisha
Cannon — said the use of interns
in testing forced Cannon into a
guilty plea she may not otherwise

have made.

SEXY
Feel good, Feel special, Feel
sexy with hot-diamonds.
Capture the spirit that
diamond jewelry brings with
the hottest silver and
diamond jewelry brand.

October 6 - 10, 2003

<Zowen-rChompson Student Union
Campus involvement
Career Center
Center lor Multicultural Jnitiatives College Access /Programs
(Dining Services
Counseling Center
intercollegiate Athletics
(Disability Services
(Residence Life
(Recreational Sports
Student Life
Student Health Service
Student Publications
Student Support Services
Vice (President for Student Affairs

hot-diamonds
(Most Hot Diamond Jewelry $75
$125.00)
Remember Sweetest Day
Saturday October 18th

There are Student Affairs (Professionals working all arouni you.
Cook out for them wearing an

ASK ME
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button
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Student Attain Training Committee
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R. Howard Fine Jewelers
139 S Main St
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
419-354-3554
Next to Panera Bread
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QUOTEl'XQl'OTE
"If you do not tell the truth about yourself,
you cannot tell it about other people."
Author VIRGINIA WOOLF
(iKWSWCfiUMIl)

OPINION

Fall Break has both pros and cons
Many students enjoy the time
they gel off for Fall Break, however, it is not just a time of relaxation, it comes with consequences and benefits.
While most students look forward to getting out for a short
break, it simply postpones the
time that we get out before
Christmas. Students like the idea
of Fall Break, but are not so fond
of the idea of getting out of
school two or three days before
Christmas, We can't have it both
ways. Teachers especially, from

what has been heard do not like
the idea of Fall Break because
this means that they will be
spending a good portion of their
I loliday Break grading papers.
Fall Break docs give students a
chance to relax mid-way
through the semester, however, it
only adds to the amount of work
they have to do when they come
back. Many student after coming
back are not ready to jump right
back into the academic work
that they left behind. Even
though it is only four days, hav-

ing Fall Break only means, more
work when students get back.
Fall Break also signifies the
time of mid-terms, which usually means students staying up
late, with their cups of coffee or
high caffiene sodas. By this time
students feel that they have
worked hard that they deserve a
break. However, school is meant
to test a students knowledge.
There is no sense in coming to
college if people are just going to
complain about doing work. It is
not that simple, especially once

college students have to make it
in the "real world.'"
Not to say that Fall Break is
necessarily bad, it just has two
sides. On one hand, Fall Break
offers a time for students who
have |M)ssihly slacked on their
studies to play "catch up" and get
back on track with their academics. It also gives students a
chance to look at where their
semester is headed and how
hard they have to work to end it
with a good grade.
The opposing view is that it is

not much of a break once teachers pile up the homework,
From what has been heard,
teachers do not like Fall Break
particularly due to the fact that
they do not gel much of a break
either and it only leaves more
work for them to do over the
I loliday Break. Students might
think that teachers have plenty
of time to grade papers with the
time between semesters being
almost three weeks; the thing
that gets Overlooked is the fact

that grades come out about two
weeks after finals week. This
means that teachers have to
have everything finished and
grades determined so that
grades can come out before students come back. Which means
teachers do not get to enjoy their
I loliday Break all that much.
Therefore the point of this editorial is to understand that while
students enjoy the "privilege" of
having a Fall Break, it has both its
pros and cons.

Protect religious freedom ^{\v\ p Respect other
0NTHE STREET forms of art
KEITH J. POWELL

Columnist

Fhe philosopher Voltaire once
said. I may not agree with what
you have to say. but I will light to
the death your right to say it."
Voltaire obviously never met the
Reverend Fred Phelps or heard
of hisWestboro Baptist Church
in Topeka, Kansas. Flowever. if
he had I think even Voltaire
would have thought twice before
rushing to defend the Reverends
right to free speech.
The Rev. Phelps first attracted
national attention when he
appeared at the funeral of
Matthew Shepherd brandishing
signs reading "God Hates Fags."
As if that wasn't enough of an
insult to the young man who
was brutally tortured and beaten
to death for no reason other than
that he was gay, this supposed
man of God has now decided to
take the matter one step further.
Phelps recently announced
plans to build a monument in
(Jasper, Wyo„ Shepherd's hometown. The monument will carry
a picture of Matthew and an
inscription that reads "Matthew
Shepherd", Entered I lell October
12,1998, in Defiance of God's
Warning: "Thou shall not lie with
mankind as with womankind: it
is abomination." Leviticus
18:22."
At this point you might be saying to yourself, "There is no way
the City Council will allow him to
get away with something like
that." Well, you'd be wrong, The
City Council is in fact legally
obligated to allow him to get
away with it. and they have no
one lo blame but themselves.
According to the I Oth Circuit
Court of Appeals any city that
houses a "Ten Commandments

monument on public property
must also allow monuments
espousing the views of other religions or political groups on that
same property." It was the City
Council who allowed the
Fraternal Order of Eagles in 1965
to erect a Ten Commandments
monument and it is the City
Council who has subsequently
refused attempts to have the
monument removed. In their
refusal to remove a blatantly nii
gious monument from public
property, which is in of itself
already a direct violation of die
separation of church and state,
the Council has left itself open to
exactly the kind of obscenity
Phelps hopes to install in the
City Park.
As of now. the City Council is
frantically Irving to find a way lo
thwart the Reverend's monument without actually bothering
to remove the Ten
Commandments monument
itself, and try as I might. I just
can't bring myself to blame
them. After all, they are just the
City Council of Casper, Wyo., a
town with a population of
49.644. Alabama Supreme tourt
lustice Roy Moore is doing the
same exact thing and he has a
much larger population of
4,447,100 with which to contend.
Maybe it's just me, but I just
don't see what is so challenging
about the notion of separation of
church and state? It seems like a
fairly straightforward concept, as
well as a fairly essential one to
any true democracy. The government should not be able to
influence or endorse one set of
religious beliefs one way or
another. Most people would
agree with Uiat, except when it
comes to the matter of displaying the Ten Commandments on
public property, for whatever
reason people want to view this
as the exception.

I lere are the hard facts, the
fathers of this country were not
Christian, nor did they subscribe
to a ludeo-Christian doctrine.
Rather they were Deists, which
according to Webster's
Dictionary means they "denied
the interference of the Creator
with the laws of the universe." If
the trainers of the Constitution
were alive to see this debacle
today, they would find the entire
matter ridiculous, as I'm sure
they viewed the matter conclusively settled some 200 years ago.
lust as it is unacceptable to
argue the Fen Commandments
are the foundation for law in this
country, it is likewise unacceptable to hold them as an example
of the earliest form of law. If you
want to erect a monument to
commemorate the earliest
known set of laws, the Code of
I lammurabi predates the Ten
Commandments. Why not erect
a monument for I lammurabi?
What it boils down to is simple: people who want lo blur the
line between separation of
church and state run the risk of
lending support to bigotry such
as that professed by the Rev.
Phelps. The Ten
Commandments come from a
series of teachings that have
been used time and time again
as die basis for discrimination
against lews, foreigners, women,
gays and provided the moral justification for slavery and segregation.
In the end the undeniable
tnith is that Phelps' comments
regarding Matthew Shepherd
come from the same doctrine as
the Ten Commandments themselves, and as such neither has
any business on public land.
This isn't a matter of free speech;
this is a matter of a basic freedom — the freedom from religious oppression.

nrtv
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Students
should value
time in school
As a proud Alumnus of BGSU.
I was pleased to read your opinion in Friday's paper, imploring
current students to continue
their associations with the
University upon graduation. I
wanted to second everything
your editorial staff had to offer
on the subject and add yet one

more perspective.
The truth of the matter is that
at some time in the future, your
education at BGSU will only
have the value which you personally place on it. Specifically,
understand that if you do not
place a great value on your experiences here, nobody else will. As
a potential employer, I couldn't
care less about your degree(s) if
you cannot describe to me why
it is important to you. If your
impression is that BGSU doesn't
warrant your involvement after
leaving, then it doesn't warrant

great credit on the part of your
employer, family or anyone else.
In the end, the non-involved
alumnus only sells himself short.
Think about it: if four or moreyears at BGSU is to be considered a waste of time, why should
someone place a value (read
salary here) on it, since you have
obviously demonstrated a willingness to waste a great deal of
time, which employers cannot
afford to tolerate.
EDUCATION, PAGE 6

Using five words, how
would you describe
your ideal mate?

KATIE
WIETMARCHEN
SENIOR, SOCIAL WORK

"Funky, attractive,
six-pack abs, loyal,
whipped."

JL
CANDICE JONES

SOPHOMORE,
JOURNALISM
"Sexy, intelligent,
street-smart, Godfearing, suave."

1^

JOSH GILB
SOPHOMORE,
CRIMINAL JUSTICE

"Fit, trustworthy,
clean, playful, must be
female."

A
JIM TRUBISKY
JUNIOR, AVIATION

"Anti-ditzy, outgoing,
sexy, intelligent,
interesting"

KHARY JACKSON
Columnist
In our culture we see art in
any forms and are generally
respectful of it when we think
its good. And its interesting that
while we can be so reverent of
quality artists, we can also be
the harshest judges of other
artists, regardless of whether we
know much about the craft or
not. Nine times out of ten, in a
discussion on acting, someone
has made a crack about Keanu
Reaves. I personally thought his
deep, transformative work in
"Bill and led's Excellent
Adventure" was an agelessly
classic virtuoso turn and should
be studied for generations to
come. Also, in a discussion on
singers, someone makes fun of
MacyGray. I personally would
give my right ami to see her in
"West Side Story" on Broadway
belting out "Somewhere, somehow." I'd be crying for days.
I don't know about you, but I
think the quality of animation
on "South Park" puts the creators of "Shrek" to shame. I
mean those bland colors and
two-dimensional walking and
lawless mouths moving a mile a
minute are just brilliant! 1 can't
say enough about that (sigh).
And ask any middle aged black
person that's seen "Grease" or
"Saturday Night Fever" and they
will tell you John Travolta can't
dance for shit.
These aren't the only people
that suffer under the weight of
our judgment. We feel it is our
right to crown one person and
bury another, simply because
we might not like them, or just
not "get" the idea within the
work. Does that seem right?
Most people that have watched
"Mulholland Drive" will tell you
that it is one freaky, insane
movie that will be sure to give
you a headache, so turn the
other way and run screaming
like a banchee. And if you feel so
compelled, hey, banchee away.
But when you come back, I'd
invite you to watch it, and yet
I'll bet you'll come up with
something And then you'll
think the movie is ingenious

Well why would it be first insane
and (hen ingenious? It didn't
change at all between viewing.
But wow we get it now, so that
makes it good. Eureka! Alas, the
life of the artist.
Judgment is a prominent
issue in our society, and I feel
that judging others on our
plateau gives us the excuse not
to empathize with them. It's
easy to judge someone that kills
their family, because it is a horrible crime. But then there's no
empathizing, no effort to even
attempt to understand what
state a person had to be in in
order to commit such an act,
which means that we are
allowed to maintain our distance from each other. That's
what it comes down to. Well
what does this have to do with
artists? It has to do with playing
artistic judge before we've
played artist. I don't what care
what anyone says about their
individual limitations, there is at
least a whiff of creativity in
everyone. Not everyone has got
the chops to sing "My Heart Will
Go On," but who cares? If you
can sing "Happy Birthday," then
you can sing. Not everyone has
the vision of Picasso, but if you
can draw two stick figures and a
circle, you can draw. I think it
was Anthony de Mello that said
that if birdsong were only sung
by the birds with the prettiest
voices, die skies would be pretty
quiet. It's not about comparing
ourselves to others. Remember,
art is fun. It is self expression. It
is inside all of us, and if we all
went and tried a little something on the piano or the sketch
book or the dance floor, I think
we'd all have an appreciation for
art and those that dedicate their
lives to it. So if Macy Gray wants
to sing, let her. If Keanu Reaves
wants to act, let him. If "South
Park" wants to keep the poor
animation, let them. It's probably for a reason, and it's still
tunny. If we don't like what we
see we can just look at something else. We don't have to slam
it. let's treat them with the same
respect we'd like for ourselves.
That's a nice way to start. And
don't forget about Mulholland
Drive. It is freaky. But it's also
really good.
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.ETTERS TO THE EDITOR,
really only considered one institution and 1 am proud to say she
is attending BGSU.
As future fellow alumni, I hope
that you will continue the great
traditions that have been the
heart and soul of this great institution for 93 years, and remember to always talk up the institution whenever you can. The
\ .line you show in your education will increase exponentially
in returns to you.

College: A great
memory for
some Alumni
EDUCATION FROM PAGE 4

My family lias leal mil a groat
deal about Bowling < Ireen over
thf years and had the Opportuni-

Sick slips are
really prove to
be unnecessary
The Student I iealth Service
generally tries to accommodate
the needs of students, faculty
and staff to tlie best of our ability.
That is why I try to periodically
explain one policy that seems to
do the opposite. I know that our
sick slip policy seems designed

MICHAEL R. SCHMIDT
ALUMNUS

ty to Visit often during
I lometoming. When it was time
to consider college, my daughter

lo make it difficult for students
imdfor the staff who supervise
student employees to obtain sick
slips, Our reasons:
1. Sick slips are actually of very
little value. Since our primary
concern is to treat and prevent
illness, we work on the assumption that when students say they
aic sick, they are sick. Quite

Seventeen dollars for the album,
aird it came with the bonus Dave
and 11m CD. Well, to my surprise, I found out that I could
have gotten the same deal at Best
Buy tor only $9.99. Then I put the

Dave Matthews
CD is highly
misleading

CD in the player to find out that
it wasn't even solo. There is not
one song on the entire album
that Dave Matthews plays by
himself. The last song is labeled
acoustic, but even with that producers added a siring section.
There is not a song that Dave
Matthews could have performed
with his regular band, and it
would have been twice as good.
I feel that I was mislead by RCA
records and Dave Matthews.
When I see that someone is
coming out with a solo album, I
expect it to be solo, not what
showed up in my mailbox!
As a consumer of the college
public. I do ml want to see this
happen again. College students
are a big chunk of the economy
and are going to be the main
consumers in the future. If anyone else on the campus has run
into this problem, you should

I have been a Dave Matthews
Kind tan for as long as I can
remember. I have always been a
huge fan because the music has
been perfected In Hve very talented musicians, \hout a month
ago I loundout that Dave
Matthews would be coming out
with a solo album. Excitement
tilled the ait as I heard the rumor.
I found out more information
about the album and found that
I lave Matthews will have a few
guests to help him complete his
project I pre-ordered the album
through the I lave Matthews
Hand fan web site because I had
a chance to get a bonus (Band
also get it first before the album
hit the stoics.
I was so excited to gel this
album because I got to see Dave
Matthews play a completely
acousdc set at I arm Aid where
he played most ol the new
album. I was so overwhelmed bj
the show and the talent
I linalk received the album the
davit hit the stores. I paid Over

often physical examination and

visors of student employees,
while We have a total staff of fifty,
including five physicians and
five nurse practitioners, to provide primary health care to
17,000 students We
are all generally working at or
near our limits, and it definitely
would impair our ability to provide the care that is needed if a
significant number of our available appointments were to be
taken by students who were
coming for the primary purpose
ofgeuingasickslip.
I ask for everyone's understanding, and 1 ask that faculty
and supervisors eliminate policies that call for routine sick slips
to "verify" illness. I thank you all
most sincerely.

tests do not add much Information. So when shidents say
they missed class or work due to
illness, we usually can not provide any real verification one
way or the other. The peculiar
result is that the student tells the
instructor or supervisor, who
asks for "proof." The student
tells us, and we tell the instructor
or supervisor, who accepts our
statement as "proof"" From our
perspective the process would be
highly amusing if it were not also
so wasteful.
2. It is not true that anyone too
ill to anend class or work should
seek medical cam Particularly
with a primarily young and
healthy population, there are
many illnesses that are temporarily debilitating, but neither
require nor benefit from medical
.mention.

DR. JOSHUA KAPLAN
DIRECTOR, STUDENT HEALTH
SERVICES

3. Our staffing is adequate, but
hardly extravagant. There are
about seven hundred faculty,
and at least one hundred super-

LIVESTOCK CARTOONS BY: PHIL MACHI
FOR MORE LIVESTOCK VISIT:
WWW.PHILMACHI.COM

write to RCA records and tell

Arena is not
equipped for
concerts
There are two points I agreed with
in the article about the homecoming
concert: The first being that not
many people showed up to the concert. And the second being that the
sound system was horrible for the
third year in a row. What can I say?
Anderson arena just isn't made concerts, but I do think that the closer
you were to the stage, the better the
sound was. Other than that, the article about the concert was some of
the most inaccurate reporting I have
ever read. I don't know how many
people remember last years l.udacris
concert, but the only thing that saved
the concert was that it was Udacris
himself on stage. Nappy Roots
brought a lot or energy and excitement to the crowd. Whenever I
looked around the crowd seemed to
be very into the music, especially
more than last years concert. The
truth is that it was only when
Nappy's gig was up that the excitement died down. If anything, the
energy decreased by 10 fold when
Black Eyed Ttas went on stage.
People were leaving in large crowds
as Nappy ended and as Black Kyed
Peas began their first few songs. I
thought the Black Eyed Peas music
was different, but the)' offered nothing to get too excited about. I actually left the concert after one of their
hand members referred to BG as
Toledo for the third timc.and I know
I wasn't the only person upset about
that. All in all, Nappy Roots has been
the best act 1 have seen here at the
university, and I suggest to those
who thought Black Eyed Peas saved
the concert, to lay offthe "joints" they
were passing around.

them how you feel.
MIKE MIGNIN. IR.
STUDENT

ROBERT HOY
STUDENT
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U.S. Hockey team to
play two games in
Ohio.

October 8,
2003

COLUMBUS, Ohio(AP) —
The U.S. National hockey team
will play two prelournament
games for the World Cup of
Hockey at the arena where the
NHLs Columbus Blue lackets
PlayHockey
officials
also
announced yesterday that the
team
will
practice
at
Nationwide Arena for 10 days
next August for the tournament.
The opponents will come
from the North American pool,
which includes Canada, Russia
and Slovakia. The U.S. team is
composed of the best NHL
players born in the United
States.
The Americans are the
defending champion of the
World Cup, which was last
played in 1996.

Falcons
travel
to East
Lansing
By Brian Thomas
SPORTS REPORTER

With a pair of back draw victoria in Saturday's Wolverine
Invitational, the women's tennis team finished strong and is
anticipating
their
next
Michigan invite as they head
into East Lansing this weekend
for the Spartan Cup.
In the Wolverine flight,
Andrea Meister defeated her
opponent 6-2, 6-4. Ashley
lakupcin prevailed in the
Maize singles match as she
won in straight sets 7-6 and 75. With her two consecutive
wins, Head Coach Dean Penny
sees Ashley heading in the
right direction.
"Ashley is a smart player. She
has been impressive in terms
of it only being the first two
months of school, and yet she
has already done so well. She
knows how to set up points
and she's a fighter out there on
the court,'' Dean said.
Jakupcin has enjoyed her initial success but remains
focused on continuing to help
her team win.
"I practiced pretty hard in
the summer and worked on my
volleys and other aspects of the
game to try and become a better player. We played some of
our best tennis this weekend
and we've had good practices
this week, so hopefully I can
keep it up and hopefully our
team can continue to play
strong," lakupcin said.
In doubles competition,
injuries have forced the
Falcons to mix and match lineups which led to some wins by
lakupcin and Gabby Coello. In
the finals of the doubles back
draw, Heidi Romer and Lisa
Maloney were defeated 8-4.
"We may have found a
strong doubles team with
Ashley and Gabby,'' Dean said.
"They definitely have good
chemistry together and they
played lots of good points.
Both are steady players and
they return serves really well. It
looks like they could play
together and become a regular
team."
The team looks to use this
invite as a stepping stone in
improving their game.
The Falcons worked hard
and never gave up which Dean
credits to their getting some
wins.
"We never got discouraged
and we saw what we needed to
work on in order to step up,"
she said. "Now, going into this
weekend after we have had our
hardest invite of the year, we
definitely should do well. We
improve from the pressures of
playing tough matches, and as
we get used to playing against
such good teams, overall we
will be that much more ready."
The Falcons resume play
Friday against Toledo, Ball Sate
and Cincinnati along with host
Michigan State in the Spartan
Cup.

www.bgnews.com/sports
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Runners set for Auburn
By Elliott Schreiner
SP0R1S REPORItR

After a much needed twoweek layoff, the cross country
team is ready to hit the road
again, and this time the road will
lead them to Alabama to take
part in the Auburn Invitational
meet.
On top of the much needed
rest the Falcons will look forward to mild Alabama weather
and some tough competition.
"This is a fast course with
quality competition, so I am
expecting we will see some season and personal best times run

this weekend," coach Cami
Wells said. "As in every meet, we
will be focusing on even' person
getting the most out of themselves."
The women's team will at least
get more runners trying to get
the most out of themselves as
the two week break has allowed
for some of her veteran runners
to rest up their ailments.
"As it worked out, the week off
did allow Niki Suitor time to
recover from her hamstring
without missing anymore competitions," Wells said. "She started normal practices | Monday]

and picked up right where she
left off. We also had a few nagging colds, but everyone is
healthy at this time."
On top of recovering from
physical ailments, the team also
needed to give their minds some
much needed rest.
"I laving the weekend off from
competition gave the team a
much needed menial break
after five straight weeks of racing," Wells said.
The team will need the rest as
they will be met by staunch
competition.
Wells is expecting a slew ol big

name schools ranging from the
host
Auburn
to
their
Southeastern Conference rivals
South Carolina, Louisiana state.
Alabama and Vaiulerbilt. This is
on top of several other teams in
what will be Bowling Green's
largest meet to date this season.
Last year then were 30 teams
in the race.'' she said. "We placed

ninth last year with the women's
team and lHth last year with the
men's team. Our goal is to
improve upon those places this
year."
After seeing her women's
team place third and her men's

leant place sixth in the Sept. 26
Central
Cnllegiale
Championships. Wells is confident her learns are capable of
attaining their goals by season's
end.
"I am happy with lxith teams'
progress up to ihis poini and I'm
excited to see what they can do
in the next few weeks." Wells
said "They have put in a lot of
hard work and now is the time lo

collect on that hard work."
The teem will attempt to reap
the benefits of their hard wink
this Friday starting at lour in the
warmer Alabama climate.

leers open
at Northern
By Kevin Shields
SP0R1S REPORTER

The Falcon hockey team will
start regular season play this
weekend by traveling lo
Northern Michigan lor Friday
and Saturday night games. It will
also mark the beginning of
CCI1A play for them and a start
to a season they are excited lo
get under way.
"It's a very exciting weekend
here with opening up our regular season and conference season as well," coach Scott Paluch
said. "We are playing at a tough
place to play hockey at and it'll
be challenge right off the bat for
us. They swept some good
teams there, like Michigan, and
were 14-4-1 there on the year."
Northern Michigan will come
into this weekend off a 7-2 win
in exhibition play against
Waterloo. They return a solid
core of young players and have
added eight freshmen lo their
roster, which has only four
seniors. It's a team diat finished
tied for fifth in the CCHA lasl
year, but had a good tournament run, finishing third.
Big returnees for the Wildcats
are forward Dirk Southern, who
is the top returning scorer for
last year's team along with forward Andrew Contois coming
off a hat-trick against Waterloo.
On defense, the Wildcats are
loaded with experience returning lamic Milam and Nathan
Oystrick along with senior

goalie Craig Kowalski.
Kowalski was one of the top
goalies in the league lasl year
and had a goals against average
of 2.82, which put him at sixth in
the league. His record on the
year was 20-16-2 and he recorded 3 shutouts.
"They return a great goalie in
Kowalski. who has played a lol
of hockey for them the last four
years," Paluch said. "They also
have a core of defensemen in
Milam and Oystrick along with
a couple others, who are all
good players back on defense. I
think their team will change
their primary locus from being
a scoring team last year to being
a little more defensive this season."
The Falcons will be coming
off a 9-2 exhibition win over
Windsor and the players are
ready to start the season ai
Northern.
"We've had a lot of serious
battles with Northern and looking around I don't think there is
a belter place to start out than at
Northern," D'Arcy McConvey
said. "It'll be good for the team
to go on a long road trip and get
the conference season started at
a place like that."
In the exhibition win Friday,
the Falcons' youth showed off
their talents and Paluch will
look at their play in practice this
week to determine if any will be
making the irip to Marquelle,
Mich, with them.

BenSwanger BGNeas

MY PUCK! Falcon forward Ryan Batnett takes the puck during their exhibition game Saturday. The
Falcons open their season against Northern Michigan on Saturday.

"We had a good chance to see
most of our freshmen play significant time on Friday," Paluch
said. "We also had good play out
of our upperclassmen and as
the week goes on here, we'll
have a chance to look at our
players then put together a
strong lineup up there."
The beginning of the conference season will be tough for

the Falcons having to play
Northern Michigan. Notre
Dame and Miami right off the
bat. The team captain knows
thai getting off on the right foot
is very Important
"Any way you look at it, we
have to play good from the get
go," McConvey said. "Those
three teams have been major
rivals though, and we'll have to

be ready to come out anil play.
I'm anxious to get going and see

how everyone does this year out
there."
The Falcons will play at
Northern Michigan on Friday
and Saturday night with a 7:30
p.m. start time for both games.

Gridders have a chance
to move into the top 25
By Dan Gedney
ASSISHNl SPORTS EOITOR

Ben Swanger BG News

RUNNING FREE: Running back PJ. Pope carries the ball
against Central Michigan Saturday. The Falcons face Western
Michigan in Kalamazoo this weekend.

The Falcons just might be
one win away from breaking
into the top 25 for the second
consecutive season.
Going into Saturday's game
against Western Michigan in
Kalamazoo, BG is ranked No.
26 in the Associated Press poll
and tied for 31st in the
ESPN/USA TODAY Coaches
poll.
Standing in the Falcons way
is Mid-American Conference
foe Western Michigan, a team
that took the Falcons into
overtime before losing 48-45 in
Doyt Perry Stadium last year.
This year the Falcons will
have to beat the Broncos on
their home field, Waldo
Stadium. The Falcons have lost
three straight games in Waldo
Stadium dating back to 1991.
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The Falcons lead the all-lime
series 29-14 -3 and hold a 13-71 record in Waldo Stadium.
Falcon defensive back Jason
Morion knows that the Falcons
will have to be ready when
they take the field Saturday
afternoon.
"You just know that when
you play Western Michigan
you better be ready," Morton
said. "If you don't get focused
for Western Michigan you will
get pounded. The games are
always so close."
The Falcons have been troubled by injuries in recent
weeks. Defensive back Michael
Malone, who missed last
weekend's game against
Central Michigan with an
ankle injury he sustained
against Ohio State, is listed as
"highly doubtful" by head
coach Gregg Brandon for

Saturday's game. Linebackers
Mitch Hewitt and Daniel
Saylcs both sustained minor
injuries against i Mil. but
Brandon expects both of them
to play. Brandon knows that il
is important for his backup
players to step tip when needed.
"It is huge, any team has to
have good backup kids."
Brandon said. "||eff| Runnells
and Varclan IMkhitarianl are
junior college players who are
giving us quality depth. T.I.
Carswell, now he is as good as
all the starters. We are going to
play him in the nickel package."
The Broncos are coming oil
a si rung defensive effort
against F.astern Michigan last
week. They held the Eagles to
FOOTBALL, PAGE 8
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"Jason Babin is a
very talented player.
He never stops, he
plays hard.
Defensively they try
to make a lot of
things happen."
GREGG BRANDON. MEAD COACH

Brandon
respects
WMU
defense
FOOTBALL, FROM PAGE 7

three points while recording
eight sacks. The Broncos are
led on defense by lason Babin,
who is four sacks shy of tying
the school record.
"lason Babin is a very talented player," Brandon said. "He
never stops, he plays hard.
Defensively they try to make a
lot of things happen. They
don't sit back too much. They
like to bring pressure and
force you to make bad decisions."
Kickoff for Saturday's game
is scheduled for 2 p.m.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Bryant hearing still a mystery
By Tim Dahlberg
THt ASSOCIATED PBCSS

EAGLE, Cola — Attorneys in
the Kobe Bryant case huddled
with the judge yesterday but didn't answer the biggest question:
Will the NBA star waive his preliminary hearing to keep potentially damaging evidence from
being heard publicly?
That decision might not be
made until minutes before
tomorrow's hearing, where prosecutors will present evidence
they say proves Bryant raped a
young hotel worker in his room
at a mountain lodge on lune 30.
Though everyone involved in
the case has been silenced by a
gag order, many legal analysts
expect the defense to waive the
preliminary
hearing
and
acknowledge there is enough evidence for a judge to order a trial.
"If the)' have the hearing the
public is going to hear basically
all the details of what happened
that night and it's going to be told
from the prosecutions perspective." said Karen Steinhauser, a
former prosecutor and law professor at the University of Denver.
'There's a lot of unfavorable evidence going to be brought out in
public*
Another reason for waiving the
hearing is that the defense has little to gain, said Denver defense
attorney Dan Recht.
"There's no way the defense
will win a preliminary hearing.
No way. None," Recht said.
Even if the hearing is waived,
Bryant must appear tomorrow
in front of ludge Frederick
Gannett for a bail hearing.
Bryant, free on $25,000 bail,

would also at some point have to
appear in another court to enter
a plea to the sexual assault
charge.
Bryant was in Hawaii this
week, where the Los Angeles
Lakers were training and playing
their first exhibition games.
The basketball star's attorneys
met earlier in the day with prosecutors and Gannett for more
than an hour, discussing what a
court spokeswoman called
"logistical issues." Exiting the
courtroom, Gannett wouldn't
comment, other than saying the
issue of waiving the preliminary
hearing was not discussed.
Attorneys were to meet with
the judge once more tomorrow,
just 45 minutes before the hearing to resolve other issues. At
that point, defense attorneys
could move to waive the hearing
and take their chances at trial.
Prosecutors planned to bring a
sheriff's detective to the stand at
the preliminary hearing to discuss the investigation and the
conclusions reached by a nurse
who examined Bryant's accuser.
"The vast majority of the time
defense attorneys waive the
hearing" Steinhauser said. "They
don't stand to gain a whole lot by
having it."
Brvant's attorneys haven't had
much success in front of Gannett
so far. They have already lost
efforts to get the alleged victim's
medical and psychological
records, and on Monday Gannett
niled they cannot have access to
notes taken by a rape crisis center
worker during an interview with
the accuser.
Eagle County authorities,

meanwhile, moved ahead with
preparations for Bryant's second
court visit, which appears likely
to generate the same circus-like
atmosphere as his first appearance Aug. 6.
Bryant uttered just two words
during that seven-minute hearing, which brought out dozens of
his supporters and created a
media frenzy the likes of which
this quiet mountain town had
never seen.
The same media throngs are
back in town, only this time
Eagle is more ready for them.
The county paved a hew parking
lot next to the small Eagle
County Justice Center for media
and overflow parking, and had
stacks of guides printed to direct
visiting journalists and others to
local restaurants and other businesses.
Security has also been beefed
up after dozens of threats made
against the prosecutor, the judge
and
Bryant's
19-year-old
accuser. Armed guards will be at
the courthouse, one entrance
will be locked, and a metal
detector will be set up at the
other door for only the third time
in years.
Also yesterday, the judge
issued an amended order on
how he expects the media to
behave. There will be no cameras in the courtroom, although
an artist will be allowed to sketch
the proceedings.
In the amended order, the
judge deleted a section threatening to punish anyone who disclosed the victim's name or
showed her picture. That threat
had been called unconstitution-

Oouflas C. PBac AP Photo

SHOW AND TELL Kobe Bryant shows off his new tattoo yesterday. Bryant has yet to decide whether or not he will waive his preliminary hearing.

Women's rugby shuts
out Michigan, 17-0
By Ashley Nehls
GUEST REPORTER

Ben SwanferBG News

CHECKING IN: Falcon forward D'Arcy McConvey sits down and "Takes 10."

McConvey"takes 10"
By Kevin Shields
SPORTS REPORTER

In our latest segment of "Take
10," Falcon forward D'Arcy
McConvey lets us "check" out
another aspect of his life.
"Take 10" is where we attempt
to help you get to know your student athletes on a more personal
level.
"Take 10" is similar to ESPN's
"Budweiser Hot Seat." except the
questions are not forced, the
guests are actually interesting
and the result does not resemble
medieval torture.
Be sure to check out next
Wednesday's paper when another Falcon athlete "Takes 10."
1. What is your favorite sports
movie?
I would have to say "Slapshot"
2. Who Is your favorite hockey
player?

lust retired from the game,
Doug Gilmour.

what would it be?
"Luck Be a Lady" by Sinatra

3. What is the biggest difference between BG and Canada?
Bowling Green doesn't have
Tim I lorton's and is flat with too
many allergies.

8. Do you think Cole Magner
could be a three-sport star and
try hockey?
Being he is the "Alaskan
Assassin."
The "Alaskan Assassin", I would
put my money on Magner

4. What is your favorite visiting
arena to play in?
Yost Ice Arena at Michigan
5. What was your favorite
show growing up?
Well, I'm a hockey player so
"Hockey Night in Canada"
6. Who would win in a fight
between the Sigalet brothers?
I gotta go with Siggy senior
because of experience, experience over youth.
7. If you had a theme song,

9. If you could play any other
sport on campus, what would it
be?
lacrosse
10. Do you think Coach Paluch
could still play for the Falcons?
Well 1 think he has lost a little
pep in his wheels, but he still has
the fire. You would have to ask
him that question.

After a tough loss against
Central Michigan University last
weekend, the women's rugby
team prepared last week to
come out ahead of the
University of Michigan Saturday
for a Midwest Pool Match.
The Falcons knew that the
Wolverines were capable of
putting up a tough battle, but
they posted a shut out against
the University of Michigan for
their last home game of the season.
"We knew we had some work
to do to prepare after our loss
against Central Michigan," line
captain Hayley Feeney said. "We
focused on the areas we needed
to work on in practice last week
to assure that we were ready for

the match."
Skye Leary started off the
scoring for the Falcons at the
start of the game, with a missed
conversion from outside center,
Sara Leary. Although the Falcons
were unable to pull off another
try in the first half, they kept the
game on their half of the field,
blocking U of M from scoring
which kept the scoreboard at 5-0
goingintohalftime.
"Our scrums were coming
together great," pack captain
Kristin Harrison said. "We were
over powering U of M and
gained possession of the ball on
both our offensive and defensive scrums,"
The BG pack continued to
win their scrums in the second
half, helping aide the Falcons in
once again dominating the last

part of the game. Sara Leary
stood out as she added two tries
for the Falcons and made one
successful conversion kick in the
second half. The BG Ruggers
once again managed to keep the
game on their end of the field,
preventing the Wolverines from
scoring throughout the entire
second half leaving the final
score at 17-0.
" Hopefully we can step up our
game for next weekend and
eliminate some of the errors we
saw on Saturday," Feeney said.
"We had a lot of missed balls
that if caught would have resulted in more tries."
The ruggers hope to place
another win in the books over
fall break, as they face Grand
Valley, away on Saturday.

Rogers breaks collarbone, will miss month
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

DETROIT — Detroit Lions
rookie wide receiver Charles
Rogers broke his right collarbone in practice yesterday and is
expected to miss at least a
month.
Rogers, the No 2 overall pick
in the draft, got tangled up with
cornerback Dre' Bty and was
taken to a local hospital.
"It looks like it is going to be a
matter of weeks before he is
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going to be able to return,"
coach Steve Mariucci said.
Rogers leads the Lions with 22
receptions for 243 yards and
three touchdowns in five games.
"It was one of those things
that happens in practice on
occasion. It is very unfortunate
for him," Mariucci said.
With Rogers out, Mariucci
said Az-Zahir Hakim, Bill
Schroeder, Scotty Anderson and
Shawn lefferson will have to
pick up the slack.

"They got to get it done. That
is what I told them and told the
team after practice," Mariucci
said.
Running back Shawn Bryson
is the Lions' second leading
receiver with 16 receptions for
124 yards. Tight end Mikhael
Ricks has 12 receptions for 179
yards and one touchdown.
During training camp, Rogers
dislocated his left ring finger and
missed the first two preseason
games.
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MALE CONTRACEPTIVE SUCCESSFUL
AUSTRALIA (AP) — a hormone-based contraceptive
treatment that stops men from producing sperm has
prevented pregnancy among 55 couples during a 12month test.
The U.S. government-funded CONRAD study, was
able to successfully and reversibly turn off sperm production in the men

WORLD

Israel defends attack on terror camp
By MMtflMMI
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

JERUSALEM (AP) — Bolstered
by U.S. support for Israel's strike
against Syria, Prime Minister
Ariel Sharon said yesterday that
his nation would not hesitate to
attack its enemies wherever they
are.
Syria's president countered
that the raid would only enhance
his country's power in the Middle
East.
The Israeli attack, made in
retaliation to a suicide bombing,
raised concern in Israel and the
Arab world that the Palestinian
conflict could widen into a
regional crisis if Israel begins pursuing militants in neighboring
nations. With tensions high after
the strike, there was shooting and
mortar fire overnight along the
border between Israel and
Lebanon, where Syria is the main
power-broker.
"Israel will not be deterred
from protecting its citizens and
will strike its enemies in every
place and in every way," Sharon
said at a memorial service for
Israeli soldiers killed during the
1973 Middle East war.
Hours later, President Bush
said Israel's air strike in Syria was
part of an "essential" campaign to
defend the country, and drew a
parallel between U.S. policy on
terrorism and Sharon's actions.
Bush's supportive remarks,
similar to comments he made
Monday, came with a caution
that Sharon be wary of creating
"the conditions necessary for"
more violence.
"The decisions he makes to
defend her people are valid decisions," he said. "We would be
doing the same thing... But we're
also mindful when we make decisions, as the prime minister
should be, that he fully understand the consequences of any
decision."
Sharon's statement was his first
since Israeli warplanes bombed a
suspected Islamic Jihad training
base outside the Syrian capital of

Damascus on Sunday, the first
major Israeli attack on Syrian soil
in three decades. That raid came
a day after a lihad suicide bombing Saturday that killed 19 people
in a restaurant in Haifa.
Syrian President Bashar Assad
denounced Sharon's administration as a "government of war" in
remarks published yesterday.
Assad said Syria's role in the
region "is painful" to Sharon's
government. The raid "was a
failed Israeli attempt to undercut
this role," he told the Londonbased newspaper Al-Hayat.
"We can, with full confidence,
say that what happened will only
make Syria's role more effective
and influential in events in the
region," he said.
In violence on the IsraeliLebanese border, a 4-year-old
Lebanese boy was killed early
yesterday in a village, apparently
after an anti-aircraft shell or mortar fired from within Lebanon
toward Israel fell short.
Lebanese security officials and
residents in Houla said Ali Yassin
was killed and his twin brother
wounded in the explosion.
Israel's army said at least three
mortar shells were shot from
Lebanon toward northeastern
Israel.
Hours earlier, the Israeli army
said a sniper from the Syrianbacked Hezbollah guerrilla group
fired across the border at an
Israeli patrol, prompting return
fire. One Israeli soldier was killed,
identified as Staff Sgt. David
Solomonov, 21, who also held
U.S. citizenship. Solomonov,
from the town of Kfar Saba, emigrated to Israel with his parents
13 years ago from Pennsylvania,
according to the U.S. Consulate.
Hezbollah denied any involvement on the shooting in a fax to
The Associated Press in Beirut.
Sharon's vow to pursue militants wherever they are came
after Israel accused Syria of harboring and funding Islamic lihad
and also named Iran as a key
backer of the militant group.

Itamar Rabinovitch, a former
Israeli
ambassador
to
Washington and a former peace
negotiator with Syria, wrote in the
dairy Yediot Ahronot that the raid
signaled a sharp escalation in the
conflict with Palestinians and
questioned its wisdom.
"As of now, this was a solitary
act — a sort of signal to
Damascus and behind Damscus,
to Tehran — that Israel is liable to
turn the Israeli-Palestinian conflict into a regional crisis,"
Rabinovitch wrote. "But does
Israel really want this? Is Israel
willing to step up the battle with
Syria?"
The head of Israel's northern
command, Maj. Gen. Benny
Gantz, warned Lebanon and
Syria that a refusal to stop the
Hezbollah activities would bring
about Israeli retaliation.
"These actions are very dangerous for Lebanon and Syria ...
and can bring about a serious
deterioration in the situation,"
Gantz said.
Israel's Vice Prime Minister
Ehud Olmert said Tuesday that
the Security Cabinet decided at a
meeting on Aug. 19 — following a
Hamas bus bombing that killed
23 people — to target an Islamic
lihad training camp near
Damascus, but postponed the air
raid for operational reasons.
After the Haifa suicide bombing Saturday, the army said it was
possible to carry out the operation, and a group of Cabinet ministers approved the air raid,
Olmert said.
Israeli warplanes bombed the
training camp early Sunday.
"We have no limitations
regarding the targets and the
goals so long as they are, in the
end, connected to the terrorist
acts," Olmert told Israel Radio.
Raanan Gissin, a Sharon aide,
said Israel's security cabinet
decided after the Aug. 19 bus
bombing that "there would be no
limitations, not even geographic,
to get the leadership or the infrastructure of the terrorist groups."
\V>
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Hussein Nilla AP Pnoto s

BOMBING AFTERMATH: A destroyed building remains, after it was struck by Israeli war planes in
Syria on Monday. Syria has urged permanent members of the Security Council to vote for a resolution condemning the bombing of the base, which Israel claimed was used by Islamic Jihad as a
training camp.
Campus Events

Travel

EDUCATION ABROAD FAIR
Thursday, Ocl 16, 2003
11:00 a.m.. -3:00 p.m.
Community Room, 202 B BTSU

Costa Rica Tropical Biology
Eco-tour/ course. Winter Break Dec
28-Jan. 12 Earn 4 Biology sem. hrs.
Contact Dr Demars (440) 953-7147
email bdemars@lakelandcc edu
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Siamese cat 7 mo. old. Lost Aug.
29lh M N Main & W Reed Greatly
Missed' 419-354-1783 or 352-8050

Travel
BIGGEST SPRING BREAK PARTY
Cruise with 100s 01 Students On
The Largest & Wildest Student Parly
Cruise! Spend 5 Days
In The Bahamas From $279!
Includes Most Meals,
Free Parlies. Port Taxes!
Elhics Award Winning Company!
www.SpringBreakTravel.com

1-800-678-6386

—ACT NOWI Book 11 people, get
12th trip tree Group discounts lor
6t 800-838-8202 or
www.sprlngbreakdiacounH.com
"Reality'' Spring Break 2004
As seen m
"The Real Cancun" Movlel
Lowest Prices, Free Meals &
Parlies. Book belore Oct 15th!
2 Free Trips For Groups!
1-800-426-7710
www.sunsplaahloura.com
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Hottest
Destinations-Best Prices. Book
Now1 Campus Reps Wanted. 1 -800234-7007 endlesssummertours com

kV *M

Where do you 4$l your hair done in BG?
try

News of the War
at Home and Abroad
www.frontpagemag.com

PANHELLENIC
(P'V&UNCIL
would Itke to congratulate
ALPHA OMICRON PI

A tO Z Data Center
We Do Shipping & A Whole Lot M<
(419)352-5042

for having the
most improved GPA
for Spring 2003 Semester

HAIR UNLIMITED
993 S. Main St.
(Behind Southside Laundromat & Tanning Center)

$5.00 OFF SERVICE
When you present this ad to:
Rachelle, Tina, Shanna or Denise

OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
WALK INS WELCOME OR PHONE
(419)354-STYLE(7895)

148 S. Main Street, BG
Between Ace Hardware & Ben Franklin
Hours 10:00-5:30 M-F 11:00-2:00 Sat.
EHaclrv* 8>25/03

'.|i \" \| Vii \/ I'I'll Kkl

PACKING • SHIPPING • COPYING
• LAMIKATING- FAKING

k\ -I'M ill.-:- * k

10% OFF Any FedEx Package- Ground Or Air
With coupon. • Expires 9-30-03

5* Black or White Copies Max. 20 • Expires 9-30-03

"All Day, Everyday"
Ho V
US'
,
>0
"

"

- Mon:
Tues:
Wed:
Th-Sat:
Sun:

11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-3:00am
11am-1:30am

SLASHING PRICES
*Get 15% off selected purchases
with this coupon!
Diversity Boutique offers diverse
apparel, Highstrung jewelry,
and accessories
Open: Mon-Wed 1-7
Thur-Sat 1 -9 across from Junction (Tux
(419)353-7259

Cash or Checks only, please

APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE NOW!

Airborne/FedEx/UPS Services

End of Season Sale!

Good through Oct. 22, 2003

_„^_,

l_p

-.'I l^E! SS) |0A

a
p a )
cash checks

'

1 Large, 1 Item

EFFICIENCIES
1 Bedrooms
2 Bedrooms
Furnished
and
Unfurnished
Units
with
Several
Locations
Available
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL. ESTATE, INC.

319 E. Wooatar Street, Bowling Green, OH

$1"

Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2269.
Hour* - Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30.
Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00.
wwwJohnnewloverealestate.com

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

10 Wednesday, October 8.2003

The Daily Crossword Fix
INTRAMURALS ■ FITWELI. CENTER
Men's*
Women's Cross
Country Meet

Fltwell Center Hours
Fall 2001
Monday Wednesday:
ll-4pm

entries due Oct.
6 Oct. 14

Tuesday Thursday:
I I:00am-S:00pm

If delivering to 130
PFH, due by 1pm. II
sending via website.
due by noon.

Call 2-1691 for Info
Personal Training,
Rtness Testing
and more!

Look for these
upcoming M sports:
WMMebaa • 3-player
Basketball • Team
Handball ■ and much

WAIL

PERSONAL TRAINING Email Erin at
ecroley
the most affordable
*&**to ^gj
penonal mining in the area upforaFRH
5 N3t.onaJty Certified
^£2"
Trainers
^r
'State-of-the-art equipment WHY
and exercises
WATT:
■V.I,,'!'....'■; TT"

AQUATICS

f\ Learn
-/m^^- to
Swim

Adventure
Canoe Trip
October 18

Survival Skills

Saturday Classes
begin October 25

Cost: S45 S50

Cost: $35 $40

Weekday lessons
begin October 11

Sign up by:
October 15

Sign up by:
November 5

iss^ro
Call 2-2790 for more
Information

Trip
Nov. 8-Nov. 9

■t the SRC

Sign up In the SRC

Check out the latest Hag Football Information at http: www.bgsu.edu offices sa imsc

Travel
Spring Break 2004 w/ STS. America's #1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring campus reps Group discounts'
800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
Spring Break-sign up with Student
Express and get FREE round trip
airline tickets to over 15 Inlernational destinations-including Aruba. Domimcar Republic Costa Rica. Caribbean not spots and more
Why go with anyone else.
' :■
ofler - call now Commission rep positions also available 1-800-7873787. www studentexpress com
SPRING BREAK 2004' Beach Life
Vacations! Jamaica. Cancun.
Acapulco. Bahamas, Florida
Sell Trips. Earn Cash. Travel Free*
Call 1-800-733-6347
www.beachlitevacations.com

Services Offered
Need a fresh start reguardless of
credit status9 Consolidate your
debts Call Credit Union One
toll free 866-475-8024.
Pregnant9 Know all the facts.
Confidential, free testing & support.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals
Fraternities - Sororities
Clubs - Student Groups
Earn S1.000-52.000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fund raising event
Our free programs make
fund raising easy with no risks.
Fund raising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program'
It works
Contact CampusFundraiser at
(888| 923-3238
or visit
www.campustundra.iser com
Kick ass all girl band
seeks guitarist!!
Please call 419-494-9612

Wanted

Help Wanted

Roommates needed immediately.
Nice house, own room. $250/ mo.
Call 419-392-4595.

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn S15-S125 & more per survey!
www.paidonlineopinions com

Subleaser wanted tor spring
semester at Summit Terrace Apts
Call Tiffany 419-353-5249.

Movie Extras/ Models needed.
No exp. required, all looks & ages
Earn up to Sl00-500/day.
1-888-820-0167 ext. U112.

Subleasers needed immed. 2 Ig
bdrm house. Pets allowed 222
S College 1st floor 419-494-3793

Help Wanted
ATTENTION: RESORT RECREATION & HOTEL MGMT MAJORS!
Internships Avail in Resort Activities. Front Office & Food Sen/ice
Myrtle Beach & Hilton Head. SC:
Orlando, FL Join us for a semester
or summer gaming hands on exp in
sunny resort locations! Call 1-800864-6762 or Email: in(o@amencanhospitalityacademy.com www.
American HospitahtyAcademy.com
S300/mo stipend. Furn housing.
shuttled transportation, cultural
events & socials, gam a cultural
exp.. make friends from around the
world, gam AH&LA certification. &
receive internship credits'
Bartender trainees needed
S250 a day potential. Local
positions 1-800-293-3985 ext. 541
GRAPHIC DESIGN INTERN
Fruchtman Marketing, a full-service
ad agency in Toledo, is seeking a
creative energetic, upper-level design student lo intern m-office either
full-time or part-time Must be proficient in Macromedia FreeHand.
QuarkXPress and Photoshop. Great
opportunity to build your portfolio &
gain real work experience. Please
contact Angie at 419-539-2770 if
you are qualified & interested
MODELS!! needed for tashion. For
covers-beautilul faces, for hosierygreat legs, for shoe modehng-a 6B
shoe size. Send your email, ht. wt.
stats & photos (snapshots OK) No
experience necessary Studio West
Fashion Photography PO Box
*8601 Toledo OH 43623
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*
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^
*

NEED WORK NOW ???
Make your own schedule
5-40 hours per week
afcLLflS-Base-appt
Cust Service/Sales
Great for All Students & Others
All ages 18* Conditions Exist
Scholarships/Internships avail
Call Now'419-861-6133

RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT- assist
persons with MR/DD with daily living
skills in a Residential setting. No experience necessary. Full/ Part-time
& sub positions available in Bowling
Green. Portage. Walbndge & Weston areas ranging from 15-75 hrs.
biweekly. S9 00-S12.90 per hr.
based upon experience. High
school
diploma' GED required Application
packet may be obtained from Wood
County Board of MR/DD. 11160 E.
Gypsy Ln Rd.. Bowling Green, Enl.
B. Mon.-Friday. 8am-4:30pm.
E.O.E.
Project Coordinator
Progressive Community Coalition
seeking a project coordinator to
work with Hispanic & farm worker
populations in NW Ohio. Ideal candidate will have a BA in a human service related field & 3 yrs human services experience, preferably with Hispanic populations. Knowledge of
substance abuse prevention & rural
populations a must. OCPS I & bilingual preferred, w/ the ability to work
w/ diverse people Competitive salary & benefits package. Mail cover
letter & resume to 5902 Southwyck
Blvd Ste 100. Toledo. OH 43614
Attn Melhamphetamine Coordinator.
trust worthy person needed M-TR
7am-9am. Need car and must like
kids & pels Call 352-8409 after 5pm
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ACROSS
I
5
10
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
26
27
30
32
35
36
38
39
40
41
42

Minuscule particle
Tierney ol "Liar Liar"
Went tight
Art ol the absurd
Land parcels
Q-V connection
On-line swindler?
Myth ending?
Scandinavian
Like frank bios
Be nuts aboul
Carpenter's file
Home ot the Minotaur
Big bird Down Under
Abounds
Took a horse
Grip tightly
Acquire
Put into service
English prince
Miner's product
Transgression

43
44
45
47
48
49
51
53
56
60
61
64
65
66
67
68
69

-

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
t2
13
18
22
24
25
27
28
29
31
33
34
36

Yemen port
Tex-Mex order
Olfactory stimulator
Authorization to act
Mr. Pok)
Play division
William Tell's canton
Break
Daisylike flower
Young salmon
On-line patsy?
List-shortening abbr.
Uninteresting
Page
Substructure for
plaster
Interact
Green beryl
Earth's lithosphere
Perez of "While Men
Canl Jump"
Online Cub Scouts
leader?
Dissimilar
Oberon of films
Handle Ihe helm
Erneslo Guevara

Direct sales
Hay unii
Arizona city
Wapiti
Spud
Bravos at bullfights
Beelzebub
Ballerina Makarova
Minnesota lake
Of grades 1 to 12
On-line canine?
Editor's marginal note
Salami type
"Misery" star
Rocky ridges
Two under par
Conceits

For Rent

Need child care in my Perrysburg
home, part-time. 1 to 2 days/ wk.
2-6 pm 3 kids, good pay. references
required 419-873-1278

1 bdrm. apt avail Ilex, lease As low
as $430/mo. Furnished, includes all
util. & cable. Stop by Buckeye Inn &
Studios 1740 E Woosler 352-1520

VISA/MASTERCARD Approval
Agenls. Earn SI .000/week potential
No experience necessary
1-800-821-3416 Ext. 237

Furnished 1,2 or 3
bedroom apartment.
(419)352-5239
House lor Renl
1 yr. lease. $1,200 per month,
4 bdrm. 1 block from campus.
1-866*02-1977.

For Sale
S500' Cars/trucks from $500 Police
impounds. Hondas. Chevys etc For
listing 800-719-3001 ext 4558.
1992 Pontiac Grand AM. Good tires.
126 K, brakes, new paint. S1160
419-354-5606
4 bedrooms. 2 baths
Fore closure only S3000 For listings call 800-719-3001 exl H 584.
Computer parts. N 64 w/ games,
paint ball equipment, laptop. & 2
bikes for sale. Call 419-699-3164

For Rent
" 04-05 Listings Available.
Houses & Apis. Pick up 24/7 at
316 E. Merry *3 or will mail.
Call 353-0325 9am - 9pm
'"1 bdrm. apt. $450/mo includ. util.
2 blks. from campus, quiet res.area
+ 2nd sem.. 2 bdrm. apts. avail.,
$450' mo Call 353-0325 9am-9pm

53
54
55
57
58
59
62
63

Animation unit
Angler's tote
Equilibrium
Braids
Leatherwood
Military blockade
Curriculum
(mini bio)
Avian abode
Quartet member
Vicinity
Men only
Bologna greeting
Blylh and Miller
Gerundial ending
Lon __ ol Cambodia
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MOVE IN NOW-1 MONTH FREE
1 & 2 bdrm apts. avail in serene
park-like setting. Includ. dishwasher.
heat, water. & trash. 419-352-6335
MOVE IN TOMORROW
Studio & 1 bdrm. apts. Rents from
$320/ mo. Call Charing Cross Apts.
for your tour (419) 352-0590
ROOM AVAIL IMMEDIATELY!!
Need roommale in 2 bdrm. apt.
$300/mo , Scott Hamilton Ave
Call Nate 419-308-3874
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments
Furnished or Unfurnished
available immediately.
Tenants pay gas and electric
Starting at S390.00 per month

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE.
INC.. RENTAL OFFICE
14191 354-2260
Located at 319 E Wooster St
across from Taco Bell.

FROM ONLY
$465!
• Ground floor ranch
style apartment with
private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Small pets welcome
• Convenient on-site
parking
iuim MIMJU
JMM
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FREE HEAT
= VARSITY
tm SQUARE
APARTMENTS
419-353-7715 t=J

NEVER WORK
LUNCH
AGAIN!

Is Now Hiring:
Cooks, Servers &
Hosts/Hostesses
V Top wages
V Flexible Hours
V Paid Vacations
V Health/Dental
Insurance
V^mployee Stock
Option Plan
are just a few of the great
benefits waiting for you!
Apply in person/^

Mon. - Fri. 2-jM
401 W. Dussrl Road
Muiinwe, OH 43537
(Jint a Itw mlnut»j from BQI
Take 1-47SW to OumMum rtfM.)

